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Nova's Men Show All Grades
Now
by Michael L. Citron
Associate Editor

Online!

Imagine: men indresses singing,
dancing, and even giving birth to a
by Michael L. Citron
baby tiger on stage at NSU! On March
Associate Editor
10, 2000, The Flight Deck and The
Women's Resource Institute sponGrades are fina11y online! Now,
sored the "Funniest Woman" and
with great efficiency, Nova students
"Possum Queen" events. Many stucan easily receive their grades at any
dents from different progra~ ofstudy
time or place using a Web browser.
came out to see this cross-dressing,
Unofficial transcripts, financial aid injoke-telling extravaganza.
formation, and account balance can
The night kicked off on a comealso be viewed.
dic note with the "Funniest Woman"
A11 a student needs is their PIN
contest. It certainly was the icebreaker
number, which was sent to students
of the evening, bringing the_audience
early in the school year, and a social
to the edge of their seats with much
security number. Students who lost
comedy on such topics as the daily life Creighton. The comedians showed a with alcohol in the building, which their PIN number can contact PIN Serof a Nova student and experiences in lot of courage by taking center stage mide the audience laugh without much vices at (954) 262-4850 or long disthe South Florida area. The contes- and making light of their situations. It prompting.
tance at 1-800-541-6682 (Ex. 4850)
tants were Noel Barrera, Tiffany is not easy to get up onstage to try to
Noel, the first contestant, said she weekdays from 8:30-5:00. You can
Gibeaut, Monica Mozon, Jamila Wil- make a crowd laugh, running the risk . was a little nervous at first but was able also email pinhelp@nova.edu. Course
liams: Ileana Kyriakides, and Suzzette .of humiliation. Ofcourse, it was easier .
see /.,AD/ES on page 2
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Ladies Night Out
from the cover

to calm down and just enjoy herself.
"I felt so natural. I was in my prime
and took it in stride." In the end,
Ileana's jokes of New York life and
the old people in Florida won over the-judges. But, the night was not yet over.

wear portion of the competition. They
. were judged on their looks and stage
• Wllr wan i1 a 111sr e•erweicr
presence. The next event was the tal1111111?
ent portion of the show. Each contes• Wilk 11 celler llr •i11r
tant came on stage and performed his
e•er1e1cies~
own special talent for the audience.
. Some of the highlights were juggling,
11 a,,,111111111ecessar,.
whistling, and grinding a beer bottle.
MISI ilSlrllCI is acc,...11.
After the judges tallied up the final
· W1rller's c•••••d11 il)1ries
scores, the winners were: 3n1 place
acce..,11.
prize of $50 to Bubblicious, 200 place
· prize of $150 to Koho, and 1st Pcrize of
• Scll111 •llrsicals
' James S. Sheeter
$250 to Alexus.
• •••11iZd11s
.M D., FA.C.E.P
The overall atmosphere of the
Medical Director
event was awesome! The food was
Board Certified Emergency Medicine
Promenade West Shopping Center
great, and even when everyone ate evLess than 5 minute drive from NSU,
next to Longhorn Steakhouse
erything, Nova ca11ed for reinforce2337 S. University Dr.
ments so no one went ·home on an
empty stomach. The evening was
Davie, FL 33324
completed with a raffle and all proceeds benefiting the Women's Re· OFFICE HOURS:
ALSO AVAILABLE:
source Institute, which helps students
*FAMILY MEDICINE PHYSICIAN
Mon-Fri 9 a.m. - 8 p.m.
and faculty members in time of need.
*PHYSICAL THERAPY
Saturday 9 a.m. - 5 p.m.
Some of the prizes were a scanner, a
radio, and a trip for two anywhere in
the Unit~d States.
This event produced the largest
TGIF turnout of the school year. Au.,.
dience member Damian Cabrea said,
''It felt like a club at the Flight Deck.
[There were] so many people bump- Press Release From
ing into each other. I really enjoyed The Career Resource Center
the night and hope Nova can be able
,· tocontinueto haveeventslikePossum
Internships: Getting What You Want
Queen that wiH draw everyone from
Nova."
· Adding an internship to your resume can only bring positive reviews
by future employers. You not only gain professional skills, but also gather
insight into a particular industry or organization. You also establish connections that could lead to a pennanent job. Before plunging into that great .·
internship, investigate your options. Internships vary in amount paid, academic credit, types of supervision you receive, length of time you're ex.pected to work for them, and the amount ofleaming YQU wtll receive. Here .
are FIVE criteria you can use to evaluate future internships.

(954) 236-9101

use habla Espanol."

T(ffany Gibeaut and other Nova women
bring out their fu nny side at the Funniest
Woman at Nova contest.

The "Possum Queen" contest, the
highlight of the evening, was next!
The six contestants really showed
their stuff right from the beginning.
The contestants were Alexus, Koho,
Bubba Luscious, Big Mama Crunch,
Anita Dildo, and Chyna Brown.
All of the contestants really
worked the· crowd and the judges.
First, they came out onstage and
showed off their outfits in the fonnal

The Career Comer

Come leam to dS1ce Casino-style Salsa with

the best In Broward!
Mondays 7:30-9:30

.
.
.
Wednesdays
stcrtin,
MARCH 1st

,,ltl .
'

·~' ·

The Old Davie School/ 6650 Griffin Road
1 mUe E. of University Drive, 1 mlle W. of the Turnpike

www.aolutesalsLCOm I dlrector@absolutNals11.com

Paid vs. Non-paid:
· Majority of paid internships are offered in the big-business world like
consulting, investment & commercial banking, accounting, and marketing ,
firms. Still, aJmost all companies have some paid internships to -attract tat.: ·
ented students. However, ifyou can't find a paid internship you '11 still come
out ahead with great connections and valuable experience with possibly school
credit.

954-382-0760 for more Info.
see INTEIJ.NS8lf on page 4 ·. ·
.
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Nova
Online
from cover

.

catalogs and schedules are available
as well.
Nova Southeastern University is
striving to become a more computer
friendly university with the well-anticipated building of the new "high
tech" library for the students and faculty members. By giving students the
ability to view all their personal information online, Nova joins such elite
Florida schools as the University of
Florida and the University of Miami.
Obtaining final grades from last
8-week term without having to wait
in line and deal with the Registrar's
Office was refreshing. By Spring
2000, the Web for Student registration
process will be opened to doctoral students in the Higher Education and
National Education Leadership progralll.5. Soon, Web registration for students in other progralll.5 will be made
available. Your personal information
is secure, yet within your reach because each student can access only his/
her information via the Internet.

Eat Healthy and
Celebrate National
Nutrition Month

P ASA Attends
Leadership
Conference

by Caleb Kennedy
Staff Writer

On March 2-5, the Pan-African Student Association attended the 25th Annual Spring Leadership Conference at
Miami-Dade Community College. The
theme of this event was, "The Power of
One: Heart, Voice, Mind & Vision."
The first day of the conference began with the opening session and followed with a "Uniquely Afritique" fashion show. On Friday, we volunteered to
serve food at Camillus House, a homeless shelter. We also had an NAACP and
voter registration drive. In the afternoon
a luncheon was prepared for us with a
wonderful speaktr, Bishop Victor T.
Curry, who is the president for the Miami-Dade Branch of the NAACP. He is
also a member of the Board of Trustees
ofthe Florida Memorial College. Bishop
Curry has won numerous awards and
honors, such as Citizen of the Year in
1989 for the city ofMiami. Later on that
night we participated in a talent s]:low,
which featured BET Comic View's Benji
Brown.
On Saturday we had a political
roundtable where we discussed affirmative action and the One Florida Initiative
Plan, which was followed by elections
for FAASA and workshops on leadership, college success, African history, and
howtomanagemoney. Tofinishtheday,
we had a formal banquet. The conference concluded on Sunday morning.
This was an extremely uplifting
experience. We learned some new techniques for fundraising and how to run
meetings within our club. We were also
able to discuss some political affairs and
how these affairs affect us. We had the
opportunity to met and interact with other
schools. We saw the problems that each
organization faced and tried to resolve
those problems. This conference was a
truly honorable experience. We wish all
ofthe students at Nova Southeastern University were able to join us in this inspirational conference.

March is "National Nutrition
Month". The Wellness Center is overseeing the activities and events for the
month by having information tables at
different locations around campus. On
March 16, a dietician came to HPD to
speak with students about the benefits
of healthy eating.
Mohammed Ayaz Khan said," I
really appreciate the effort that the
Wellness Center is making to host
these informative events on campus."
The dietician will also be at the cafeteria on the 23n1 to speak with students. On Wednesday March 15, Colombo Yogurt came to the HPD from
11-12 p.m. and to the Parker building
from 12-1 p.m~
The most beneficial event that the
Wellness Center has planned is the

Let's Talk About Sex
by Alyson M. Dion
Editor in Chief

Communication is
the key to any relationship. She reMarilyn Volker,
marked that when
a sexologist, candidly
women order food
spoke to NSU stufrom a restaurant,
dents during Sexual
they are extremely
ResponsibilityWeek
picky and make sure
about, what else, sex.
to get the item exHer soothing voice
actly how they like it
penetrated the MailSo, why shouldn't it
man Auditorium Volker explains that anything you
be like that behind
making this seem- put in your mouth or your body
closed doors? In oringly embarrassing can be potentially harmful.
der to keep sex safe,
topic easier to disinteresting and fulcuss. Volker came off as motherly, filling, couples need to communicate
yet this was no parent to child talk about everything from how and when
about the birds and the bees.
to where and with ~hat protection.
Through many interactive activi- Also, she stressed that protection
ties and personal narratives, Volker should not be seen as a chore. Instead
hammered home one important point:
see SEXOLOGIST on page 5

Diabetes Screening on March 28
from 12-1 p.m. at the cafeteria. If
you cannot make it then they will
also have the free diabetes screening on March 30th from 11-2 p.m.
Additionally, the Wellness Center
is having a raffle. The prize is for a
1-lealthy Fitness Basket.
For anyone who is trying to
lose weight or eat better, March is
the month to start. The Wellness
Center has many informative aHd
helpful brochures that are readily
available to students. The Wellness .
Center is ~lso making its Third Annual Healthy Recipe Cookbook
with recipes supplied by members
of the NSU community; recipes are
due March 24. Also, they are hosting a Positive Lifestyle Essay Contest where the winner receives a
$100 cash award. Nova students
and employees are encouraged to
share theirpositive life experiences
in this essay contest.
In the spiritofNational Nutrition Month, here are a few fun facts
to ponder:

Americans consume 5.6
billion pounds of snack food
each year.
Tbe first chocolate chip
cookies were baked around
1930 at the Toll House Inn
in Whitman, Massachusetts.
The ice cream cone was
invented in 1904, when
. Arnold Fornachou an ice
cream vendor ran out of paper dishes; he rolled thin
wafers into cones.

by Nicole Rasa Robinson
Contributing Writer
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NOT AS MUCH FUN AS CUTTING MEAT.
BUT BETTER THAN A POKE IN THE EYE
WITH A PENCIL.

The New ·Curriclllum
from cover page

Mathematics, 15 credits in Humanities, 9 credits in Social Science and 6
credits in Physical Science. There will
be further changes along·the w:ay as
the needs of the students are assessed
further. The changes will be imple-.
mented in the fall. No Core courses
will be offered after summer, except
for a few sections of Journey II for
those students who are close to graduation.
These changes will hopefully

help the University's reputation. Day
students and night students both graduate with a degree from Nova, but slight
differences in the general education
programs could make. soine people
suspicious of the value ofan NSU diploma. Those differences will be eliminated when the new curriculum is
implemented. Also, anyone who looks
at a Nova transcript will be able to
immediately understand the skills of
the student, instead of trying to figure
out the meaning of"Joumey I."

LANG 3020-201
CREATIVE
WRITING: POETRY
.
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Internship Infoonation

SUMMER I: MAY 2ND - JUNE 20TH

T TH 1:20. 3:50

from page 2

Mentor Lead vs. SelfDirected:
The difference here is what motivates you to work. Ifyou like structuring
. and rnonitoring your own work then you should find an internship that's self- .
directed. Ifyou want to learn more about a particular technique or product but
have no idea where to start then seeking guidance from a mentor is best for you.

W.T.- PFEFFERLE

R. E GI~; TE R

Credit vs. Not-For-Credit:
Some colleges grant college credit toward internships while others require internships as apart of their curriculum.
Term-Time vs. Summertime:
Most internships are only available in the summertime. This is because
companies want to make sure they have enough work for their interns while
not compromising the quality of their student's academics. However if working during the school year is for you then look for employers who hire interns
yearround.
Part-Time vs. Full-Time:
Ifyou are interested in taking a break for a year or semester from school,
interning full-time can offer you the chance to refocus your career goals and
align the rest of your education with these goals. However part-time internships can extend through the academic year and summer. They can offer you
the chance to assess whether or not a particular career is for you and still feel
challenged. Best of all, you don't have to take a full year off from school to
participate so you still graduate on time.
(Information provided by WetFeet.com-Career Management)
For more information about internships and co-ops, visitthe Career Resource Center in Modular 1. Come by to get registered to get access to coops and internships online and in the binders. Speak to a Career Advisor to
learn more about what an internship can do for you!

.. '

....

Career Resource Center
Modularl
: (954) 262-7201
www.nova.edu/cwis/crc

NOW

Susan Johnson
and

Flo Smith,

Realtors

E-Mail: SMJRealtor@aol.com
MINUTES FROM CAMPUS

Immaculate 2/2
GREAT VIEW
1ST FLOOR

FANTASTIC VIEW
· 2/2 with Deri

Ceramic Tile
EXERCISE· ROOM

TERRIFIC BUY
.2/2 with
Enclosed Porch
Furniture for Sale

$63,300

$67,700

$57,600

Call our PROPERTY HOTLINE

Call our PROPERTY HOTLINE

Call our PROPERTY HOTLINE

474-3663 #511

474-3663 #504

474-3663 #519

TENNIS

FIRST TIMERS

BRAND NEW
APPLIANCES

Super 2/2
Golf Course View
IMMACULATE
Near University

$64,500
Call our PROPERTY HOTLINE

474-3663 #503

DON'T HESITATE!
Interest Rates
Are on the Rise!
NOW IS THE TIME
TO BUY FOR
FUTURE INCOME

2/2
Furniture for Sale

$63,600
Call our PROPERTY
• HOTLINE

474-3663 #509

Faculty - Students - Staff
Call Susan and Flo .at 574-6064
For Quality, Professional Real Estate Service
~ Prudential Florida WCI

.J

Realty - 1137 S. University Drive .
(in Albertson's Plaza)
Plantation, FL 333i4
~
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j~Jexologist
the partners should make it more
interesting by making a game out of

it.
She also explained that intercourse is not the only way to 'have
sex.' "Outcourse," as Volker called
it, is the safest way to 'have sex.' With
outercourse, penetration does not occur. Instead, the couple spends time
touching each other through massages
and other creative methods.
Volker invited students to answer
a wide-range of questions and rewarded them with different styles of
condoms, spermicides, lubricants, and
other safe sex paraphernalia, but not
withoutfirstexplainingtheiruses. At
the end, students anonymously submitted their questions ranging from
Tantric sex to having sex during a
woman's period, which she

unhesitatingly answered.
Volker not only explained the
basic ins and outs of sex, but spent time
discussing the differences between
men and women and sexually transmitted infections as well. She talked
about safety both emotional and physical. No matter how serious the topic,
Volker always-keptthe d'iscussion light
and the audiei:ice giggfing. As students
left with newfound relationship infor. mation, they visited the Wellness
Center's information tables and picked
up informational brochures, condoms,
condom keychains, and other Sexual
Responsibility Week-related items.
Other Sexual Responsibility
Week activities, also sponsored by the
Wellness Center, included the annual
Dating Game, information tables, and
freeHIVtesting.

cS. G 0. cSpea£
Ou! :7lwards
Wednesday 7/prif.5/h, 2000
Yl(aLfman

:JO!)

.0V0!7<YOX0 ,c5 !7XU!DC<JJ /
Student needed to work with our 3-year-old autistic son in intensive home

program based on applied behavior analysis.
Prefer Psychology, Education, Speech or
Occupational Therapy student.
Training provided.
Flexible hours: After 12 PM, evenings and weekends. Minimum 8 hrs./week,
6 month commitment.
Home located in Davie.
'!,:ff '

rj?,

-...!·

Please call Mr. or Mrs. Negron at

- (954) 327-9425

$8 TELEPHONE SALES 88
-

Earn up to $22/hr +
bonuses!
Meet adrnlulona offlcer1 from bualneu achool1 and hear from our bU1ln1H leaders.

,

Tuesday, April 4th
Omni Colonnade Hotel
Don't Miu Out!I
Free GMAT Course!!
We w,11 be r1ffhn,;,i off ONE Free
Ot,.'lAT Course 11 the Forum.
E!ig1b1e rvc1p1erita mull anend

the lor1..1m and :>e t1nu-:,me
K«plen eludents.
Tr. b• used at one of !he J
S FWJrld.l. loc~uon, o~lvll

See~g bright, ambitious individuals, with·
pleasant speaking voice & congenial
personality, women preferred, to join our
established team!
Part time or full time
Beautiful Sunrise office~

I

6:00pm Business School Fair
Admissions Representatives from
Florida and across the U.S.

7:00pm Panel Discussion
Learn more about your career
options with an MBA from prominent
MBA holders right here in Miami!'

Call 954-748~7742
.
for an interview

~
tor a,.,,';'~ l,4
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S.A.E. is 'B ack .IAlpha to Omega
On Campus
by Aimee Murcia
Contributing Writer .

by Peter Salerno
Staff Writer

SAE is currently on almost every major college and university in the
On Wednesday,March 15,2000, country. Many schools around the
Nova's undergraduate Greek life rep- country have established (chartered)
resented itself in front of the Parker SAE chapters including USC, Ohio
Building. All the fraternities and so- State, Pennsylvania State, Nebraska
rorities were there for an "interesting (Lincoln), Johns Hopkins, Drake,
drink'' contest, with several sororities Duke, Baylor, and many more schools.
members dressed up in Hawaiian style Nova Southeastern University will be
clothing.
nexton that list.
One new fraternity was repreThere is talk of the possibility of
sented at the showing: SAE, or Sigma a house for SAE in the future as well.
AlphaEpsilon. Thisfraternityisanew Perhaps, it may be possible for the
group on campus that started last year, other Greek groups on campus to purbut was unsuccessful in gathering pro- chase homes. A fraternity and sororspective members. Now the fraternity ity house is a way for brothers and sisis running strong with hopes of being ters to fully bond together and comcharteredintheveryn~arfuture. Sev- plete the full "Greek" experience.
eral undergraduate and graduate Helping one another and being close
Health Professional students make up to people helps the entire college tranthe new group. The group has alumni sition to be a lesser source ofanxiety,
that include many local practicing phy- especially for incoming freshmen.
sicians, as well as several prominent
Look forward to seeing the Framembers of society. Among them are · ternity in the Fall during Rush Week.
actor Beau Bridges UCLA (CADE There· are many interesting and fun
'64 ), football star Ed Mccaffrey activities planned for the future of this
( CAAL '91 ), entrepreneur Chris · fraternity and the entire Greek life in
Sullivan (KYEP '70), and comedian general here on our campus.
David Spade.
Th s
, ·
. h
e ammy s are a1so mt e
.d t - f 1 · th · ..tAnnualPrior,s
.
rru s o p annmg e 1·
eWS
Challenge.
com· · b Itwtll be an 8 event
.
pet1t1on etween the past pnor,
Adam
.
Benson, and current pnor, Shawn
by Brother Sean Leahy
.
.
. h
Mostat . Th
Public Relations
. e winner wt 11 receive t e
d
fr d"
.
. , C
Pnor s up an a1so ee mner, paid
As the ·final weeks of school tior by Brother Sean Leahy. The ten.
.
.
fly by, the brothers of Sigma Alpha tattve date ts Sunday, March 26th at 12
Mu are still hard at work to finish the p.m.
. .
year on a high note. The brothers and
Some
of th~ .events
wtll mclude
.
.
Zeta Pi will be sponsoring a pie-throw- a 3-pomt compet1tton,
soccer shoot.
.
ing event where for $1 a pie, students out, pool, pmg-pong, and an obstacle
will be able to toss whip-cream pies at course. .
.
administrators, teachers, and even .
. If you are mterested m rushother students. The event will take .mg Sigma Alpha
Mu, you. can contact
.
place on April Slh, from 10-2 p.m. out- Rush Chatr, Joe Rtcupero at
.
.
.
side the Parker Building. All proceeds ncupero@polans.nova.edu or Pnor
at
M osta 1
wiil be benefiting the "Make a Wish Sh awn
.
Foundation".
mostals@polans.nova.edu.

Alp·h a·Mu
·
·
Slgma . ·
N

.

From Alpha to Omega - How
much Greek do you know? Many
people have preconceived notions of
fraternities and sororities as social
groups whose main focus is partying.
While having fun and socializing are
a big part of Greek life, there is more
to Greek life that usually goes unnoticed. Greeks help the community by
volunteering, providing a "family" for
collegestudentsawayfromhome,adding spirit to colleges and universities,
and helping many students keep focused and do well in school. The
Greek system gives college students a
chance to make a difference and to be
leaders. This is especially important
in big schools, where it's easy to feel
likejustanothernumber.
Zeta Pi is a new local sorority at
Nova Southeastern University. Last
year NSU had only two sororities.
Laura Wilson, a freshman at NSU felt
the need for another sorority at NSU
since females comprise the majority
ofNSU's population. Currently Zeta
Pi has 22 sisters. Within a few months
Zeta Pi achieved a lot.
Risk Management is about edueating Greeks on the dangers ofhazing, drinking, drugs, and any other
. . ks . 1 d.
..
maJorns
mvo ve. mfraternttiesand.
..
soronttes. Zeta Pt has atten ded a R"ts k Manage- ·
.
. h another
mentmeetmgwtt
.
.
fraternity, Sigma Alpha
M Al
h·
d d
u.
so, t ey atten e
·k
h
ti
G
wor s op or a11 ree ks
· k management
ab out ns
.
d.
fra
an mter- terna1ism.
.
Acaderrucs come be"' soc1a
· 1events m
· frater1ore
.t.
d
.
.
m tes an soronttes.
A11
Greeks must mamtam
· · h'tgh
. standards m
. oracademtc
der toremam
. . h G k
mt e ree
t
z
sys em.
eta p 1· h as a
h
h"
. that ts
. .
sc o1ars tp ch atr
~ k
·.
respons1"bl e· 1or
eepmg
records of all members'
grad es. If a memb er , s

grades don't meet the standards she is
put on probation for a few weeks during which she has to get notes from
. her professors reporting her progress.
ff progress is satisfactory then she is
off of probation.
Some things we have done together as a sorority include the following: We volunteered at a school for
kids with special needs by serving
them Thanksgiving lunch. The kids
were extremely grateful. It was a humbling and awesome experience. We
had a successful bake sale for fundraising. Baking together gave us
the opportunity to bond over tasty
deserts. We had a slumber party at one
sister's apartment where we had the
opportunity to spend time together,
become closer to each other, and bond.
Zeta Pi volunteered at the Love Jen
Fest. Zeta Pi has two car washes
planned for fundraising.
Inter-Fraternity Council, IFC,
threw a pajama party for all Greeks in
the Flight Deck in December. Every- .
one had a good time and got to know
otherGreeksbetter. We spent the night
dancing in our pajamas and slippers
and participated in a pizza-eating contest. People won prizes for the best
pajamas. Recently, Beta Theta Pi and
ZetaPihada"Decades''partytogether.
see ZE[A on next page
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Vans,
Vans,
Vans
by Allyn-George Thomas
IFC, Public Relations

The sororities and fraternities of the Nova Southeastern University
Greek Community would like to announce our winning the battle over driving
· university vehicles. Mary Ann Galvin met with theTespective members of
each organization in February to announce the news. The Greek organiza-.
tions on campus have fought very hard over past six years to achieve equal
rights and respect in comparison to other non-Greek organizations on campus and this outcome has proven to be another step in the right dire~tion. It
is true that Greek organizations, nationwide, receive bad press when something negative happens. On the other hand, it is very hard to find a sorority
or fraternity receiving good press and that it what we are here for. ·We, as
members of the Greek Community are going to gain the respect of university administration, get past the generalizations and stigmas that hold us
back, and achieve the status of· The Most Respected Organizations, not
only on campus, but also in the greater community.
We would like to thank Mary Ann 9alvin and Stephanie Castonguay
for their continued dedication to help us re-ensure our vehicle rights! We
would also like to thank the respective presidents and members of The Interfraternity Council, The Panhellenic Council, Beta Theta Pi, Delta Phi
Epsilon, Lambda Theta Phi, Phi Sigma Sigma, Sigma Alpha Epsilon, Sigma
Alpha Mu, Theta Delta Chi and Zeta Pi for attending the open forum and
for achieving another victory on behalf of the NSU Greek community.

MUTUAL FUNDS

TRUST SERVICES

While TIAA-CREF
invests for the long term,
it's nice to see performance
like this today.
-'!

TIAA-CREF delivers impressive results like these by
combining two disciplined investment strategies.
In our equity accounts, for example, we combine
active management with enhanced indexing. With
two strategies, we have two ways to seek out

36.05%122.02%118.75%
1 YEAR
AS OF 12/31/99

I

5 YEARS
AS OF 12/31/99

I

SINCE INCEPTION
5/1/92

performance opportunities-helping to make your

With over $250 billion in assets, we're thl! world's

investments work twice as hard.

largest retirement company and the leading choice

EXPENSE RATIO
[REF GLOBAL
EQUITIES

INDUSTRY
AVERAGE

o.3r,1 1.gr3

Combine this with our low

on America's campuses. If . that sounds good to

expenses and you'll see

you, consider this number 1 800-842-2776. Call and

how TIAA-CREF stands apart

find out how TIAA-CREF can work for you today

from the competition.

and tomorrow.

you

are

. 1. The investment results shown for the CREF variable annuity reflect past performance and are not indicative of future rates of return. TI,ese returns.and the value of the prin:ipal
have Invested will fluctuate, so the shares you own may be more or less than their original price upon redemption. Foreign stock markets
subject to additional
0
9
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ificates and interests in the TIAA Real Estate Account. Teachers Personal Investors Services, Inc.distributes the variable component of the personal annuities, mutual funds and

:~~1~:~~'7,o~~:~.!!.~;::~n~~~::,~S::,i;~r:~4:n~~:~~fo~!~~R~=l~::f~r:~!~f:~~;~:~~~:~~e':;:~,:
he prospectus. Read it carefully ~fore you invest or s«!nd money. (Cl 2000 TIAA-CREF 1/00.

Zeta Pi

other. Greeks are there to support and
encourage one another. Some com· from previous page
mon goals include forming strong
Zeta Pi had a "Decades" party together. friendships and trusts, being a unified
· We got dressed up in fashions from group, making a positive difference in
poodle skirts to hippie outfits to bright people's lives and the community, and
80's fashions.
helping Greeks be the best people they
Everyone looks out for each can be.
·
\.
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Love Jen & Beta Theta
Pi, an NSU Tradition

:Phi cSLjma cSLjma
is sponsorin!J 7Jean Xorma 9oonen andVice Yi·es1denl of
9nslilulional7fdvancemenl, !l/(arifyn !/ohnson, in cefebL·ai,'on of

by Allyn Thomas

Beta Theta Pi
Public Relations
Beta Theta Pi would like to announce our full participation in the
Love Jen Family Festival held on February 51h, 2000. For the past five years
the brothers of Beta Theta Pi have
taken an active role in assisting with
the production of the Love Jen Family
Festival. The festival serves to raise
funds to support research in the fight
against juvenile cancer and provide
juvenile cancer patients with funding
for necessities.

The twenty brothers of Beta
Theta Pi who participated, worked for
a total of approximately 200 hours of
comm!-mity service. Brothers assisted
by working concession booths, supplying vendors and booths, and providing the families who attended an atmosphere of community fun.
The brothers of Beta Theta Pi
would like to extend congratulations
to the NSU Family Center on a job we11 ·
done. We would also like to congratulate and thank all of the otner organizations who worked along side us to
make this year's event another memorable and beneficial one. ~·· ·

"Out of the Blue" Sings ·
Contemporary Hits
by Krista Kepple

Phi Sigma Sigma Archon
,

On Friday, March 17 at 6:00
p.m., if you were not in the Flight
Deck, then you missed a spectacular
show by Duke University's "Out of the
Blue," an acapella choir, sponsored by
Phi Sigma Sigma and the Flight Deck.
Phi Sigma Sigma's Archon, Krista
Kepple, introduced President Ray
Ferrero, Jr., who then welcomed "Out
of the Blue" to NSU.

The group is composed of 14
women from Duke University. They
traveled to sunny Florida for Spring
Break and Nova was lucky enough to
have the~ sing at the Flight Deck for
TGIF. They performed to an enthusiastic crowd and even hung out singing Karaoke until closing time.
The women sang songs like
"That Don't Impress Me Much,"
"Can't Take My Eyes Off of You,"
"Torn," and "You Were Mine." They
also have a
CD out, entitled House
Blend, which
is one of the
top selling
college albums in the
nation. It was
on sale after
the perfor- .
mance for
$15.00.

lhe Women's Jfislory !l/(onlh c5peakers c5eries. Call(954)
262-72&0 for more informali'on.

M~.,.cL ·2.~, 2.000

Norma G6onen, Ed.D.
Dean, Farquhar Center for Undergraduate Studies
Nova Southeastern Universjf
,
f,lorma Goonen is an educational
adfnlnistra~ whose experience in higher
edudatlon s~ns two decades. She currently
serves as ttfe dean of the Farquhar Center for
Umfergraduate Studies at Nova Southeastern
University. She received her B.A. in English
and her M:S. in adolt education (administration
and supervision) from Florida lnternauonal
University, and her doctorate in educational
, , ,rv z ,
,
, leadership (higher educatlon1 from the
University oHlorida. Goonen has published
in her three areas of e)Wertisfl, has been a presenter and consultant in
those fields, and has authored and directed numerous grants and contracts.
Apast Fulbright recipient. and a member oftlle 1998 class of Leadership
America, she serves on several professional associations and boards,
including the Florida Association for Women in Education (FAWE). and
Friends of WLRN Radio and Television in Miami. Florida.

.· ...

~Je-~

M«rcL 2?, 2.DOO- '

Marilyn lohnson. M.S.
Vice President of Institutional Advancement
Nova Southeastern University
Mailman-Hollywood • 309
Now in her fourth year as vlce
prllSldent tor institutional advancement,
Man11n Johnson contlnues to take a lead
rol~ in gutdillg Nova,Stmtheaste.ro University
into the 21st century. Jdhnson4s. aveteran,ot
the,education,clrouits. havin9·been an active
contributpr to higher eduQattnn fo(more:tlian
26,years, She has,made her mark on multiple
university campuses, serving In positions
such as dean ef students (SOU}, associate
vice presidentfur un!veFSlty relatlons and
d:evelopnnmt (.OS'U. Long Beacti)fand vi~,president for institutional
adva.ncernent {CSU, tos,,Angel.es), Johnson.earned her BA in educatfon
from &alttomia Polyte&hnicHnive!'.Sity; Pomono11 IWM,S. Trom-5an4)1ego
unrversity; attende:d tha4!lnivel'$ity ot Sot1them California ,for her Ph.O,;
and'.is,currentty finishing her courstfJo.ad tor adoctorate1fe.gre.e4n NStlls
Pi;a,gr11ms tor l!lrgher Ettunatio.n. In adHiti6n1 sfie has been invo!Ned.In
prhj~ to,fi'elp pr:o'llde og~ortunitll!S: for ltitoot1ty1gupulatrons; specifieiil!y
sch!Jlarafitps.

Krista Kep11le passes out shirts to the "Out <tthe Blue" choir.
~
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OPEN POSITION!!!
The Knigh·t Newspaper
Business Departme-n t ·
I

WE ARE LOOKING FOR A BUSINESS/ACCOUNTIN,G STUDENT INTERESTED IN
TRAINING FOR A VALUABLE, INTERESTING, AND IMPORTANT POSITION IN
THE BUSINESS DEPARTMENT AT THE KNIGHT NEWSPAPER.
. .

.

WE .GUARANTEE HIRING IF STUDENT IS INTERESTED· AND CAPABLE OF
PERFORMING TASKS REQUIRED. SOME _OF THE JOB TASKS INCLUDE: .. ·
ADVERTISING, CREATION OF ADS, BILLING, TELEPHONE SALES, CUSTOMER
SERVICE, BUDGET CONTROL, ETC.

REQUIREMENTS:
•
•
•
•
•
•
.•
•

Business/Accounting Major
Organized
Self-motivated
Responsible
Creative
Office Experience •
Some Advertising/sales/customer service experience
Communication Skills

IT WILL LOOK GREAT ON YOUR RESUME!
If you are interested, please contact Rocio or Jessica at:
262-8461 or e-mail us at: theknight@list.nova.edu..
'
~

''The Story
of Us''
by Caleb Kennedy
Staff Writer
"The Story of Us" will either
make you want to immediately call
your girlfiiend/boyfriend and promise
to never fight again or compel you to
. never go out with anyone again. The
former happened with me. What do
you do when the person you love just
pisses you off entirely and not just once
but repeatedly? Or more importantly
how do )'.OU live with the one you love
after you discover their flaws? This is
essentially the plot of the movie;
Ben (Bruce Willis) and Katie
(Michelle Pfeiffer) are a successful
upper middle class married couple
with two kids. Initially, I thought how
the hell could you ever fight with
Michelle Pfeiffer, or at least someone
who looks like her, but with a different name. I soon learned how. Katie
and Ben met when they were young,
presumably in college. Katie loves that
Ben is imaginative and spontaneous.
She soon finds· out that the qualities
that she likes in her boyfriend are not
the qualities she would like to have, or
at least to the same degree, in her husband.

perlluously msuhed and discreditea IJy
the commanding detective. Though
this hot-headed, machismo sweating
Superior Officer is continually proven
to be wrong, he also consistently degrades and threatens the 'inferior
woman' who is only guilty of stunning
edly, further explained the killer's mo- police work. The audience can surely
by Deana Daneau
Staff Writer
tivations than does the .film. Though see through .this film of suspicion.
Second, Amelia is a rookie and
surprised at the identity of the murIn a world where a brilliantly derer, the audience is l~ft with unan- is put in charge of the most important
.skilled homicidal maniac is terroriz- swered questions and a feeling that the part of such a horrific case: the integing citizens of New York City, only director, Phillip Noyce, is purposely rity of the crime scene and its physical
one cop can figure out his plan and misleading just for the sake of doing evidence. Let me reiterate: She is a
Rookie and she is in charge. Lastly,
save the day. Lincoln Rhyme is an so.
accomplished forensics investigaan odd romantic attraction develtor who relies heavily on the facts,
ops between Rhyme and the
The Bone Collector, now ·available
his fortitude, and "the force,"
subordinate Amelia, yet is never
is
'a
killer-thriller
on
home
video,
discussed and is barely evident.
though no longer has the physical
faculties for the daily beat. ParaIf it weren't for the steamy 30
that attempts to be as provocative
lyzed in the line of duty and left
second intimate interaction beas Seven but plays out like .an
with only a working "finger, two
tween Amelia's caressing hand
episode of Scooby Doo_.
and Rhyme's only working apshoulders, and a brain," Rhyme
pendage below the waist (I told
quickly recruits a feisty young
rookie to take his place in the field.
'you it was his finger!), then I would
Officer Amelia Donaghy (Angelina
have totally missed it.
Jolie) has a natural instinct for forenSo, with all told, The Bone Colsic evidence and, with Rhyme's experlector is evidently not the most wellcrafted thriller. However, the cast is
tise, will bring this case to a close and
perhaps find love on the way.
truly a treat and therefore affords the
· Velveeta come to mind? Yeah, I
film a 'rental worthy' accreditation.
Angelina Jolie is a wonderful new
thought so, too. The Bone Collector,
Oscar nominated actress that makes .
now available on home .video, is a
killer-thriller that attempts to be as prothe most of her character; and Denzel
vocative as Seven but plays out like an
Further absurdities prove to be Washington as Lincoln Rhyme proves
episode of Scooby Doo. Screenwriter problematic. First of all, Rhyme is ap'." that he has more talent in his 'little finJeremy lacone based his story on the parently a world renowned expert who ger' than most actors on the screen tobook by Jeff Deaver who, undoubt- wants to solve this case, yet he is su- day.

''The Bone Collector''
Does Not Collect

They.recognize that
the stresses of keeping
successful careers going
and raising a family .are
causing them to drift
apart. They soon begin to
see a myriad of marriage
counselors to help them
cope with the stresses of
married life. They try
rather unsuccessfully to
put on a front and pretend
they are not having any
difficulties with their marriage. See the movie to
find out the rest.
After seeing the
movie, my first impression was that the movie

was good, not excellent. Let's face it
When I was preparing to write
the movie is about beautiful upper this article, I wanted to see what reclass people having marriage prob- spected film critics like Roger Ebert
lems, not a new phenomenon. They thought of the movie. He gave the
don't have to struggle to provide food movie 1 star out of 4 and commented
for their children or have any serious · that the constant bickering was trite and
physical or mental handicaps. At that he would have rather had some of
parts in the movie, I wanted to scream the dialogue from Bruce and Demi's
out, " Make up and start having sex marriage. I do not agree totally with
or start shooting people already!" I him, but I think the audience would
restrained myself though.
pay to see the film adaptation of the
The movie provided a plot Bruce and Demi fights.
where the general viewing audience ·
The movie was $Ood and I did
could relate to the characters. The dia- not regret paying the rental fee for .
logue though descriptive, was trite at viewing this movie. I would recompoints. The whole speech about so- mend this inovie if you are looking for
ciety conceiving the butt as a thing, a movie and are not sure which one
not the top of the leg, was just annoy- you want to rent from Blockbuster.
ing.
~
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And The
Winners Are

• • •
The 1st place winners, Campus Sports and
Recreation, show how a raft race is won.

Theme and Costume Contest:
Women's Basketball
.

One of the many Raft Race battles with winners on the far right.

.

f

Raft Race:
1st Place: Campus Sports
and Recreation
2nd Place: Beta Theta Pi II
3rd Place: The Knight -:Newspaper

·_ Bed Race:
1st Place: Beta Theta Pi II
2nd Place: Beta Theta Pi I
3rd Place: Residential Life
-Spirit Square: .Sigma Alpha Mu _

Congradulations
·NOVA!!!·!

"What Dreams May Come ... " was brought to you by the Campus Entertainment Commi~tee (CEC).
~
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The Knight'-s Court

And The Winners
Are . .- . ·

Senior Court
pictured.from le.ft to right: Arik
Chellew, Alyson Dion, Stefanie Maltes e, Is abe ll e Bi am by, Sa mmy
Ventura, As hley Cullen, Melissa
Hellerman, Francisco . Gonzalez,
Michelle Hansley
not pictured: Megan Conneely,
Coquito Cubillas, Blake Paynter
:;:--

Alyson Dion and Arik Chellew

Junior Court
pictured from le.ft to right:
Laura Prill, Kayleen Quinones, Eric
Windell, Jen White, Allyn Thomas,
Lisa Meadows, Aylan Farrell, Shawn
Mostal
not pictured: Doug Grosso;
Jason Wagner, Richard Williams

Eric WindeHand Kayleen Quinones

Sophomore Court
pictured from · le.ft to right:
Krista Kepple, Christa Witter, Mai.;quise Kiffin, Roger Roa, Carol Douglas, Gadith Uzcategui, Joel Johnson
not pictured: Andrew Sacher,
Mauricio Solano

Gadith Uzcategui and Marquise Kiffin

Freshmen Court
pictured from le.ft to right:
Ogine Lo, Abbe Loewenthal, Brandon Weiss, Candice Carreno,
Monica Garrido Ryaln Forkey .
.
not pictured: Frank Galimidi,
Fred Guidotti, Greg Jorgensen,
Courtney Waldron

Candice Carreno and Ogine Lo.

*Special Thanks to Victor Garcia and the Office of
Student Life for providing the photos for this special section.
~
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NSV:'·s .
~adiO X

NSU Radio Xis Nova Southeastern University's student run radio station, located on the first floor of the Rosenthal Stud.e n/
Center. You can listen to NSU Radio X during the day on 92. 9 cable FM through Comcast cable and on 88. 5 FM every night
after 7 PM. For more information on the station, please call (954) 262-8457 or log on to www.nsuradio.com.
Page Edit and lay out: Jen Birchfield, PR Director, NSU Radio X

SCO Lets the Students Be Heard
By Jen Birchfield
The Student Communication Organization (SCO), which consists of
. WNSU and the Knight newspaper, is the
NSU student's link to the campus and the ·
South Florida community. The members
of the SCO formed the Speak Out Awards
as a way to give students a voice to recognize those people who enhance campus·
life and the overall NSU experience. The
Speak Out Awards would honor students,
professors, clubs, and advisors for their
outstanding work at NSU_.
Nominations were held March 8th
through the 17th.. Undergraduate day and
night students were able to nominate their
favorites in such categories as Most Influential Student, Best Male & Female Athlete, favorite WNSU DJ and more. Special areas were set up in front of the
Parker Building and in the Rosenthal

Student Center Cafeteria for people to
drop off their nomination ballots .
Names were checked off as each student dropped off their ballot, as· each
student was only allowed one vote.
After all the nominations were
tallied, plans went under way for final
voting. Those with the lop votes in
each category were put onto the special online voting form. Final voting
was held from March 22nd through
Match 28th. During that time, students logged onto undergrad.nova.edu/
novaknight to cast their final vote.
Voting online required your Polaris
login name and password. This was to
ensure fairness, allowing each student
only one vote. The online votes will
be counted and the winners announced
at ·the first annual SCO Speak Out

Awards banquet
The banquet will be held on
Wednesday, April 5th at 7 PM in the Mailman Hollywood Building, room 309. . Professors, students and faculty have been
carefully selected to present the winners
with awards. Food will be provided by
Aramark Food Services. The banquet
promises to be an evening to remember.
You've let your opinion be known
by nominating and taking part in the final
vote. Now come to the banquet and see
how your favorites did. Join us April 5th
_as we honor those who have changed NSU
·
for the better.
For more information on the SCO Speak
Out Awards, contact WNSU at 262-8457 or
the Knight newspaper at 262-8455.

Listen to NSU Radio-X .o n 88.5 FM every night after 7 PM.
Sundays
7-9 PM
9-11 PM
11-lAM

. Kate, Hard & Heavy (metal)
Joe, the Crazy Joe Show(metal, alternative)
Ace, Ace's Place{blues)

Mondays
7-9PM
9-IOPM
10-1 IPM

Angelique, Mood Swings (metal, alternative)
Jason, Modem Music Countdown (alternative)
Jason, Retro Inferno (70s & 80s retro)

Tuesdays
7-9PM
9-1 IPM
11-IAM

Colin, Metal Massacre (metal)
Tonic, Girl in the Orange Shirt (alternative)
DJ C'Smood, Caribbean Superblend (reggae)

Wednesdays
7-9PM
9-11 PM
11-lAM

Kadence, Purge (alternative)
Josh, Indie Air (indie rock)
Mark; The Point (alternative)

-Thursdays
7-SPM
8-9PM
9-1 lPM
11-lAM

Tim, Metal Madness (metal)
Tim, The Local Show (locals)
Shawn, The Stage (alternative, rock)
Doron, Follow My Beat (alternative)

Fridays
7-9PM
9-llPM ..
11-lAM

Eric, Full Metal Apocalypse (metal)
Briana (techno)
Marty, Professor of the Oldies (50s & 60s)

Saturdays
7-9PM '
9-1 lPM
11-lAM

Jenocyde, The Free for All (alternative)
DJ Double Negative, Destination (techno)
The Dark Elf, Path of Sorrow (metal)

If you have Comcast cable, you can also listening during
the day on 92.9 cable FM. Stop by the station for a free
pair of splitters and more information.
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Bring in this ad for ONE MONTH FREE Paging Service
(561) 394.4444
2266 NDixie Highway,

Boca Raton
(305)
A more personal paging company. ·
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351 ·5000

1000 NW 65 Street, # 201,
Fort Lauderdale
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Intramural Basketball Championship
Campus Sports and Recreation Press Release
Beta Theta Pi 34 - Chow Chow 25

Tappa Datta Butta 48 -.Beta Theta Pi 43

-v

You could have built a house with the amount of
Jedd Soto, who was unstoppable with 20 points,
bricks that were in this game. Shooting from both teams
missed his last three shots as Beta could not tie the game.
was
dismal. Beta shot 42% from the field and 22% from
It all came down to free throws in the end, but turnovers
the line, and Chow Chow shot 2<)0/ofrom the field and
made the big difference in the game. Beta committed
.17% from the line. I don't think you could call it the
sixteen turnovers to Tappa's five. Protecting the ball is
charity stripe in this game. In all fairness to the players,
crucial to winning any game and Beta made too many
there was quite a breeze out on the courts that night. With
mistakes. Jared Thatcher had an uncharacteristically bad
all the misses came lots of rebounds, and Beta took full
game, turning the ball over 6 times. Beta is usually a
advantage out rebounding Chow Chow by 9. It was close
team that forces a lot of turnovers, but only had 3 steals
in the game. Beta missed the presence of Arik Chellew,
in the beginning, but Beta slowly extended their lead
who was absent because of injury. Chellew is usually
and the cold shooting by Chow Chow never got them
photo taken by C.S.R. back in the game. Beta was led by Arik CheUew's 13 .
one of the sparks off the bench and would have given the
· starters some valuable rest. The game went back and
points, who injured his .knee in the last minute of the
forth and no one could claim any substantial lead. Both teams fought till the game. Another strong point for Beta was Leo Lopez who played point guard
very end. Rob Scoft showed up late for Tappa and almost gave the game to and pulled down a game high 7 rebounds and dished out 3 assists while finishBeta with his cold shooting. Scott went one for sixteen from the floor, but ing tied for second in points with Ashley Cullen with 6.
f!lade up for it with his rebounding and defense. Andre Torres was solid as a
rock and was named MVP of the game scoring 26 points and pulling down 16
· Beta Theta Pi (34)
rebounds.
fg(m-a) ft(m~a)
Player
Attendance for the game was-a record high as 96 people showed up to
rbs
.a
pf
tp
JenJosseph
2-2
0-;0
l
watch the game. Crowd noise was definitely a factor in the game as both teams
5
0
4
Arik Chellew
6-13
1-3
had numerous fans on hand, but Beta clearly had the majority.
5
0
2
13
Ashley Cul Jen
1-4
0-2
4
J
2
2
Phil Guerra
3-6
0-0
2
0
l
6
Chris Hannon ·
1-4
0-0 .
Tappa Datta Butta (48)
.0
1
0
2
Carl Rucks
0-1
Player
fg(m-a) ft(m-a)
1-4
pf
2
0
1
1
rbs
a
tp
Leo Lopez
Dave Galeano • 6-17
3-8
0-0
1-2
1
1
7
3
1
2
13
6
Angie Holmes
0-0
Terry Weech
0-0
2-5
0-0
0
2
1
2
4
0
0
0
Andre Torres
9-16
6-8
16
1
3
24
Percentages: FG-.421. FT-.222. Turnovers: 15 (Chellew 4, Holmes 4,
· Joe Pokraka
2-6
0-1
3
2
1
4
Cullen 3, Guerra 2, Lopez 1, Josseph 1). Steals: (Chellew 4, Cullen 3,
Rob Scott
1-16
1-3
13
3
1
3
Josseph 1).
Percentages:FG-.333, FT-.571 Turnovers: 5 (Torres 3, Pokraka 2).
Chow Chow (25)
Steals: 9 (Scott 4, Torres 2, Galeano 2, Pokraka 1).
· fg(m-a) ft(m-a)
Player
rbs
pf
tp
a
Kevin Fahey
4-7
0-2
Beta Theta Pi (45) .
2
0
3
8
Dave MacGregor 3-12 1-2
Player
fg(m-a) ft(m-a)
pf
5
4
0
7
rbs
a
tp
Andy Crabill
1-3
0-0
2
0
Jedd Soto 9-14
2-4
6
2
1
2
2
20
Jason Barlock ·
0-3
0-0
Joel Johnson
3-14
3
0
0-0
8
0
1
0
6
3
Mark Chapkis
1-3
0-0
4
0
4
Jared Thatcher
2-8
0-0
2
7
4
5
.1
.1
Jason Barker
1-7
0-0
0
2 - 2
JonMoratta
6-10
3-4
5
0
5
15
. 4
Fran Short
2-6
0-2
0.
3
0
Cullen Stills
0-2
0-0
4
0
0
2

-

. Percentages: FG-.417, Ff-.625 Turnovers: 16 (Thatcher 6, Johnson 4,
Soto 3, Moratta 2, Stills l ). Steals 3 (Soto l, Johnson l, Thatcherl ).

Percentages: FG-.293. FT-:167. Turnovers: 14 (Barker 5, Chapkis 3,
Barlock 3, Crabill 2, Short l ). Steals: 6 (Chapkis 3, Short 2,
MacGregor l)
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Sports
Updates
Press Release

· Knights showed three pitchers in
tonight's match-up, sophomore Kevin
Scharfrnan, Jaime Engle III and freshman Dustin Heath. Combined they
struck out a total ten players and
walked three. · The win in tonight's
game went to Florida Southern's
Kevin Keene with ten strikeouts and
the loss was given to Scharfrnan (0-

March 4, 2000
1).
Baseball: The Nova Southeastern University baseball team .comMarch 8, 2000
pleted a three game road sweep ofconBaseball: The Nova Southeastference rival Palm Beach Atlantic Col- em University baseball team relege by taking both games of today's bounded from last night's Joss against
doubleheader, 11-0, and, 4-1. In game Florida Southern ·College to defeat
one, senior pitcher Blake Paynter al- Lewis University (Illinois) tonight at
lowed just five hits scattered over six home, 8-7. With two on and two out
inning en-route to a complete game in the bottom of the ninth inning,junshutout as the ten-run ended the game ior Brain Needle's clutch single drove
after six innings. The Knights (12-8, in Matthew Buehler and won the game
7-2) also had plenty ofoffensive punch for the Knights who raise their overas junior Chris Villano and freshman all record to 13 wins and 9 losses.
Richie Gasbarro both went 3 for 4 for Needle had 3 hits on the evening along
the game with Gasbarro driving in two with teammate Chris Villano who
runs. Teammate Ryan Pretz batted 2 went3for4. SeniorcatcherRyanPretz
for 3 in game one with 3 RBis. The also had a solid night at the plate batsecond game saw junior pitcher Todd ting 2 for 5 with a bases loaded double
Gittleman strikeout 10 batters, includ- in the fourth inning to bring home three
ing 8 of the first 13 he faced, as the · Knights runners. Junior outfielder
Knights cruised to a 4-1 victory. Dennis Melendi also went 2 for 5 on
Gittleman allowed only 3 hits and the evening with a solo home run in
walked just one in the win. Offen- the second inning. For the Flyers of
sively, Ryan Pretz answered again for Lewis University, Jeff Johnson went
the Knights batting 3 of 3 with 2 RBis 2 for 4 with an RBI. Pitcher Ryan
and Richie Gasbarro homered in the Morris picked up the win for the
top ofthe seventh to cap the Knights's Knights raising his record to 1-0, and
third victory in a row.
Lewis' Cole Bertsch was handed the
Joss.
March 7, 2000
Baseball: The Nova SoutheastMarch 9, 2000
ern University baseball team fell to the
Baseball: The Nova Southeast15-5 Moccasins tonight 8-4. The ern University baseball had hot b·ats
Knights (12-9) had six hits in tonight's _ and great defense tonight beating the
game, but it wasn't enough to com- Hawks of Mammouth, 10-5. The
pete with the 16 hits by Florida South- Knights (14-9) for the second night in
ern. The Moccasins' right fielder Mark a row came out victorious. Eight memFarbush got the big hit in the game bers of the NSU squad had hits in
nailing a grand slam home run to give tonight's big win. After going up 4-0
the Moes an .8-1 lead in the fifth in- in the first inning, NSU never look
ning. The deficit was just too much back. Coming up big in tonight's win
for the Knights to overcome. Offen- was second baseman Richie Gasbarro
sively, NSU got a big hit from senior who hit a triple, going 4-for-5, having
Charles Cerrato, who went l -for-4 two runs and four RBis. Also hitting
with a home-run. He also had two runs well was Matt Buehler hitting 2-for-4,
and an RBI. Also hitting well for the with a double, one run and two RBis.
Knights was Dennis Melendi who hit Once on base Charles Yaughn had his
a double and brought in one RBI. The way stealing two bases, making his

total for the season six. The Knights
showed two pitchers in tonight's
match-up, getting the win was junior
Todd Gittleman with seven strike-outs
on 26 batters in 61 innings. Coming
in for the save was freshman Jeff Cox
who struck-out five of the eight batters he faced and allowed no hits or
runs in the 2.2 innings -pitched. For
the visiting Hawks, Pat Poehls went
3-fir-4 with a double and one RBI. On
the mound was Glen Keeton who got
the Joss for the night.

Sports Quiz:
by Chris Richcreek

March 12, 2000
Baseball: The Nova Southeastern University baseball team lost two
closely contested games this weekend
at Eckerd College, 11-0, and 7-5. In
the first matdh.up, the Knights (14-11,
7-2) battled with the Tritons through
nine innings as the game saw four di fferent lead changes thanks, in part; to
fourteen base hits by each side. However, the Knights' offensive display
would not be enough as the Tritons
scored five runs in the final inning to
win, 11-10. Leading the slugfest for
the Knights was junior second
baseman Matt Cleveland who batted
4 for 6 on the day with two triples, two
RBis, and three runs scored. For the .
Tritons Kevin Kalmin went 3 for 5
with and RBI. The second game saw
a close pitching duel between the
Knights' Blake Paynter and the Tritons Frank Burke until the bottom of
the seventh inning when Eckerd College scored four runs (three unearned)
to extend their lead to, 6-1. The
Knights rallied in the top of the ninth
pulling to within two, but with the
bases ful k~llitl.::two out they could not
convert and lost their second game of
the weekend series, 7-5. For the
Knights, Richie Gasbarro went 2 for 4
on the game with a double-and teammate Charles Cerrato batted 2 for 5.
Sophomore Rolando Bello hit his first
homerun of the season, a solo shot in
the fifth inning. For the Tritons, five
batters had two hits including Kevin
Kalmin who wen t 2 for 5. The
Knights' Paynter was given the loss
dropping his reconrd to 3-4, while the
Tritons Frank Burke was handed the
win and Andre Gonzalez picked up the
save.

l. Entering this season,
which major-league team
was the last to have a nohitter tossed against it?
2. Which team prior to
Atlanta was the last to lose
two consecutive World
Series?
3. True or False: College
- football's Rose Bowl has
always been played in
California?
4. Who had more NBA
career points - Larry Bird
or John Havlicek?
5. Which team won eight
of the 14 Major Soccer
League championships?
6. How many times has
Cale Yarborough won the
Daytona 500?
7. Who is the famous
golfer known for inventing
the sand wedge?
Answers:

1. Anaheim, which 'was the
victim of Minnesota's Eric
Milton on Sept 9, 1999; 2.
The Los Angeles Dodgers
lost two consecutive World
Series in 1977-78; 3. False.
In 1942, due to wartime
restrictions, it was held in
Durham, N.C.; 4. Havlicek
had 26,395 points; Bird .tallied 21,791; 5. The San Diego Sockers won the title
eight times ('83, '85, '86,
'88-'92); 6. Four times ('68,
'77, '83, '84); 7. Gene Sarazen, who invented it in 1930.
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· The Wellness Center is
. collecting _·
, Your Favorite Healthy
_Re<;:ipe(s) for its 3rd Annual
. Healthy Recipe Cookbook!

,,

Please interoffice or fax your favorite healthy
recipe(s) to the Wellness Center and be
entered into our Healthy Cooking Raffle!
When turning in a recipe please inc,lude your
tfame, department Er phone number.
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Deadline for submitting recipes is March 24-.
Call the Wellness Center to reserve your copy
of the Healthy Recipe Cookbook.

:f: , ' ,

262·7040

FOR MORE iNfORMATiON CALl THE WELlNESS CENTER AT

=·:,,- .,.~

OR ViSiT OUR WEbsiTE TO ViEW IAsT YEAR'S WiNNiN(i ESSAYS AT

The Wellness Center is located in the Farquhar Center Annex.
room 200, fax: 262-3823, phone: 262-7040, website:
www.nova.edu/cwis/wc

WWW.NOVA.Edu/ cwis/wc
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MARCH MADNESS .
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! e s s Center Presents:
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March is National Nutrition & Diabetes
Awareness Month!
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ASK THE t>IETITION

chance to find out everything you want to know
about eating right, supplements, and more!!
. 3/16 : HPD Atrium from 11-12
3/23 : Rosenthal from 12-1
.

.

~

"9

FREE DIABETES SCREENING_
3/28 : Lecture from 12-1 (lunch provided)
3/30: Free Screening from U-2
In the Horvitz President's Dining Room

~ Call The Wellness Center@ 262-7040
~
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Some Helpful Tax,
Information For the
College Student

Be counted, US Census!
by Aliyya Hosein
Staff Writer

.Most of you may have already received aCensus form in the mail, and
now is the time to fill it out. The first census was in 1790, and every IO years
· by National Association of
The exact amount of the Hope since then, a census has been taken.
Student Financial Aid
credit depends on your family's in- .
Administrators (NASFAA)
come, the amount of qualified tuition
According to US Department of Commerce, there are five big reasons
and fees paid, and the amount of cer- why you should fill out the forms:
The Following programs were tain scholarships and allowances subenacted by the Tax Relief Act of 1997 tracted from tuition. The total credit
I. Help Your Community Thrive - By determining how crowded the
under the Clinton Administration. is also based on how many eligible schools are in your neighborhood and the amount of traffic there is, the census
This year more than a million students dependents are in your family, rather will help your community work out necessary public improvement strategies.
across the nation will be able to claim than a maximum dollar amount for the
these large tax credits for the first time. family, like the Lifetime Leaming tax
2. Get Help in Times of Need- Census information helps health provid·
I recommend that everyone look at the credit.
ers predict the spread of disease through communities with children and elddata below and make the appropriate
erly people. 911 Emergency -systems use maps based on the last census .to
changes to your taxes. This informaWho Qualifies?
reach people who need help after major disasters (tornadoes, floods or earthtion will save you lots of money, esThe Taxpayer: An eligible tax- quakes).
pecially for those going on to gradu- payer must file a federal tax return and
ate school and working full-time. It owe taxes to claim the Hope credit. In
3. Make Government Work for You -The numbers are used to determay also be time to analyze your tax addition, the taxpayer must claim an mine the distribution of over $200 billion in federal funds and even more in
information and decide along with eligible student as a dependent on the state funds. This money can be used to build hospitals, highways, stadiums,
your parents ifyou should become in- tax return, unless the credit is for the and school lunch programs in your community.
dependent from them or remain a de- taxpayer or the taxpayer' spouse. (This
pendant.
means the eligible taxpayer may also
4. Reduce risk for American Business - The numbers help businesses to
be the eligible student.) Taxpayers may locate potential markets.
Understanding the Hope
be eligible for the largest credit with
Scholarship
an Adjusted Gross Income (AGI) of
5. Help Yourself and Your Family - Individual records are held confi(For Students and Families)
up to $40,000 for a single taxpayer, or dential for 72 years_. However, you can request a certificate from past censuses
$80,000 for married taxpayers. The that can be used as proof to establish your age or citizenship, help you qualify
What Is It?
credit amount is gradually reduced for for a pension, or obtain an inheritance. _
The Hope Scholarship is a tax -families with incomes between
credit, not a scholarship. Tax credits $40,000 and $50,000 if single, or
Confidentiality is highly valued. Volunteers and workers are sworn to
are subtracted from the tax your fam- $80,000 and $100,000 if married.
secrecy and no governmental agency, not even the FBI, IRS, Welfare or Immiily owes, instead of subtracting them
The Student: The tax law says an gration, has access to your answers.
from taxable income like a tax deduc- eligible student must be enrolled at
tion. Your family must file a federal least half-time in an eligible program
Everyone in the country - citizen or not - should fill out the census form
tax return and owe taxes to get this tax leading to a degree or certificate at an and mail it in by April 1, 2000. Forms are available at the U.S. Census Station
credit. You can't get a refund for the eligible school during the calendar year in the Law Library. Volunteers and workers are there to assist you if you need
Hope credit ifyour family doesn't pay AND must riot have completed the first help understanding the questions. Please make sure that you, your family, and
taxes. Ifyour family owes less in taxes two years ofundergraduate study. The your friends are counted.
than the maximum amount of the Hope college you attend can help you figure
tax credit for which your family is eli- - out whether you meet this requirement.
DO YOU LOVE ALTERNATIV,: /ELECTRONIC MUSIC?
gible, you can only take the credit for You may claim the credit yourself if
the amount you owe in taxes.
you are not claimed as a dependent by
Earn $$ promoting ~jor label bands
Your family may claim a tax another taxpayer. (Once again, this
around your town.
credit up to $1,500 for each eligible means that the eligible student may
Visit www.noizepollution.com to fill out an
dependent for up to two tax years. In also be the eligible taxpayer.) Also,
e-application then call Travis @
other words, your family may claim you may not have been convicted of a
up to 100% of the first $1,000 of eli- Federal or State felony drug offense
gible expenses and 50% of the next before the end of the tax year in which
$1,000 for a _maximum credit of you are enrolled.
$1,500.
(
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1-800-996-1816 .

see THEHOPE on page 21
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s this a ' test you
are afraid to
fail?
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If a plus like this is really a negative, come see us.

We care.
We want to help.
We .can'keep a secret.
And we're lree. _
Call 1-800-395-HELP
We have offices across

PREGNANCY CENTERS
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Malcolm X Experienced the Hajj
by Aliyya Hosein
Staff Writer

God's command when he was asked
to sacrifice his son, Ishmael *.
At the end of Hajj, the pilgrims
There are two major Islamic eel- and the rest of the over 1.2 billion
. ebrations: Eid-ul-Fitr, the Festival of Muslims worldwide obseived the Eid-Breaking the Fast, celebrated in Janu- ul-Adha holiday. The holiday was celary and Eid-ul-Adha, the Festival of ebrated on Thursday, March 16 with
Sacrifice, celebrated on March 16.
communal· morning prayers; small
The Hajj, a pilgrimage to Mecca, gifts to children, social gatherings, and
is one of the "five pillars" oflslam and distribution of meat to the needy.
an essential part of a Muslim's faith
The Hajj is the most spectacular
and practice. The origin of Hajj dates - sight! When Malcolm X returned from
back to the time of the Prophet the pilgrimage, he said "During the
Abraham*, the patriarch of monothe- - past eleven days here in the Muslim
ism-amanreveredbyMuslims,Jews, world, I have eaten ftorn the same
and Christians.
plate, drunk from the same glass, and
For 14 centuries, millions of . slept in the same bed-while praying
Muslims, men and women from all to the same God with fellow Muslims,
over the world, have made the pilgrim- whose eyes were the bluest of blue,
age to Mecca, the birthplace oflslarn. whose hair was the blondest ofblond,
The Hajj brings together Muslims of and whose sktn was the whitest of
all races and tongues for one oflife's white. And in the words and in the acmost spiritual experiences. Each year, tions and in the deeds of the 'white'
over two million Muslims go to Saudi Muslims, I felt the same sincerity that
Arabia to perform the Hajj. In fact, I felt among the black African Musabout 6,000 out of the 6 million Mus- lims ofNigeria, Sudan, and Ghana. We
lims in America took part in this year's were truly all the same-brothers."
pilgrimage alone.
The dream and yearning of evThe Hajj consists of sever~l cer- ery Muslim is to experience the rnagemonies that commemorate the trials nificence of Hajj!
ofthe Prophet Abraham* and his family. This is the time Muslims remem* - May God be pleased with him
ber Abraham's* willingness to obey

The Hope Scholarship, Is It For You? from page 19

How Do You Get It?
To apply for the credit, the taxpayer must report the amount of tuition and
fees paid as well as the amount of certain scholarships, grants, and untaxed
income used to pay the tuition and fees. The law says that schools must send
this information in the form of a "return" to each taxpayer and to the IRS. For
the 2000 tax year, this return will include:
(1) the name, address, and taxpayer ID number of the school;
(2) the name, address, and taxpayer ID of the student for whom tuition
was paid;
(3) whether the student was enrolled at least half-time; and
. (4) whether the student was enrolled only in a graduate-level program.
Your school will mail this to you by January 31, 2001, for the 2000 tax
year. This ''return" from the school will also include the phone number of a
-person you can call at the school if you have questions. You will use this
information and your own records about tuition and fee amounts you paid to
fill out the-IRS Form 8863 to claim the tax credit. You may wish to talk to a tax
advisor for help in calculating the amount of your credit.
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s.c.o. Speak Out Awards

March 22, 2000
....

S.C.O. Speak Out Awards
• .. and the Nominees are ..

c

Most Useful Resource at NSU:

Most Outstanding Coach:

Academic Support Center
Micro/ab
Student life
Wellness Center

Baseball, Sonny Hansley
Men's Basketball, Tony McAndrews
Men's Soccer, Joe DePti/o
Volleyball, Lori Rembe

Most Beneficial ServiceiVolunteer Activity by a Club or Greek Organization:

Most Outstanding Male Athlete-:

N.A.T.U.R.E. & TI1~ Pre-Med Society- Beach Cleanup
Pan-African American Society- Sistrunk Historical Festival
Sigma Alpha Mu - Bounce for Beats
TI1eta Delta Chi - Thompson Cup

Dyron Curry
Marquise Kiffin ,
James Verd~jo
Eric Windell

Most Active Advisor for a Club or Greek Organb;ation:

Most Outstanding Female Athlete:

N.A.T.U.R.E. - Dr: James Thomas
Pan-African American Society (PASA) - Mrs. Mary Boyd
Phi Sigma Sigma - Lynette Herrera
Pre-Med Society - Dr. Robert Pomeroy

Jaimie Krause
Heather Rogers
Jenny Saltys
Jen Whitesel .

Most Memorable Club Activity:

Most Talented Disc Jockey/Radio Show at NSU's Radio X:

Indian Student Association - Desert Festival for Unity Week
N.A.T.U.R.E. - Peruvian Coffee House
Nova University TI1eatrical Society- 5 Women Wearing the Same Dress
Pan-African American Society - Inaugural Public Service Award Ceremony

Courtney Hazel, Caribbean Superblend
Colin Hurley, Metal Massacre
Tim Stone, Metal Madness/Local Hour
Briana Vannier, Techno

Most Talented Writer for The Knight Newspaper:

Beta TI1eta Pi - Halloween Party
Delta Phi Epsilon - Mr. Nova Knight
Sigma Alpha Mu - Bounce for Beats
TI1eta Delta Chi - Sun Splash

Piper Griff
Caleb Kennedy
Marquise Kiffin
P.eter Salerno

Fresh Face Award- Most Outstanding New Club:

Most Influential Professor:
Dr.
Dr.
Dr.
Dr.

Most Outstanding Organization (Club):

Most Influential Student:
Arik "Enis" Chellew
Rabia Ha/em
Nicole R. Robinson (President ofPASA)
Nicole N. Robinsqn (Secretary of PASA)
Peter Salerno

:Yi;,.
''fl

Most Outstanding Greek Organization:
Beta Theta Pi
Delta Phi Epsilon
Sigma Alpha Mu
Theta Delta Chi

•

Barham Brodman
Mark Cavanaugh
Suzanne Ferriss
William Hammock

N.A.TUR.E.
Nova University Theatrical Society (NUTS)
Pan-African American Society (PASA)
Pre-Med Society

'{

\i,'

·

Most Memorable Greek Activity:

Alternative Break Organizat~on
Pre-Dental Society
,
Spanish Women Acting Together
Students Officials Association

a

*

*

(

jj\i
\'.<

* Please Note that we have Five Choices for this category because we
discovered that there are TWO Nicole Robinson's on this campus that
were nominated with no distinction between these two students, and in
fairness we decided to put them both on the voting ballot.

Make your VOTE countl
Vote online at

www. undergrad. nova. edu/novaknigh1'
NOW tlirough March 28, 2000
~
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Ihe·Parking Problem

The College
Student's
Dream:
Free
-Money!

feet away from the entrance to Nova's ing on campus has become increasparking lot with two minutes to spare. ingly 'inadequate this year. I am also
. Tell me if this sounds familiar. Just enough time-to park and run to sure that the scenario I illustrated in
A~ unpleasant clamor fills your room your class, right? WRONG.
my opening is not far-fetched. Sure, it
and you cringe upon hearing it: your
Instead, you are left perusing up may have been amusing, but, in actualarm clock has gone off. One arm and down the parking lot in search of ality, parking problems are quite seriwaves furiously in search of the hor- some place, ANY place to park your ous. When students do not have acrid sound, your face still buried in a vehicle. Students before you have cess to adequate parking, many face
pillow. Your thoughts drift: you hope thought of it all. Those desperate the difficult choice of being late or
for the best on the test that you spent enough are parked where signs clearly getting a ticket. In frustration, many
from page 21
three-quarters of the night studying for. state: No Parking. Others have parked choose to park illeg~1Iy. This leaves ·
Three hours of sleep isn't nearly along the edges of the parking lot. room for many subsequent problems.
When Is It Available?
enough. Suddenly, even before you Some are ingenious in their pursuit, Parking over curbs and at the edge of
The taxpayer may claim the
stumble clumsily out of bed, the fear parking over curbs~ on the grass, be- the lot increases the potential for acciHope credit for qualified expenses paid
strikes. You realize you have precisely . hind other vehicles. In any case, once dents. Likewise, No Parking areas, in
in tax years beginning January I, 1998,
fifteen minutes to get ready if you are you do find parking, there is a high fire lanes for instance, are implemented
and after, for education furnished in
to make it to your morning class on chance your choice is illegal, or, if it is for emergency purposes.
academic periods beginning on or aftime. The marathon has begun: you run not, that you will be forced to park in
I recently parked along the curb
ter this date.
to the bathroom, . search desperately - another lot. You are inevitably late for at the entrance of Rosenthal because
Taxpayers may pay educational
through a pile of laundry in search of class and will inevitably be repri- there was no other place to park, and I
expenses in a tax year for an academic
something decent to wear, gather the m~nded for it
only had to run in for a second. When
, period that begins following the tax
papers that have been scattered on the
Those who read this article criti- , I arrived at my car ten minutes later, a
year (e.g., paying in December 1999
floor, grab your keys, give
Novalert officer had placed a
for an academic period beginning in
yourself a glance in the mirh d
d
th Ii b tw
ticket on my windshield and
the first three months of 2000). Be- .
h
••• w ere o we raw e ne e een
d d.
k .
ror and run out t e door.
-,
• ••
•
_
procee e . to wor hts way
cause the law did not take effect until
In your car, you tum
students responsibility and the irrespon- down the line of cars along the
January 1, 1998, you were not allowed the ignition and speed off.
sibility of administration? When does all
curb. Iwalkedovertohimand
to prepay for the first year of the credit.
Onlyaminuteintowhatwill
the finger-pointing stop to make room for said "I understand why I rebecome a journey to Nova,
necessary action? We need more parking. - ceived a ticket ... but where
Om A Family Claim Multiple
~ourealizethatyourgastank
Not a whole new lot, although that would
w~s I supposed to park?"
Benefits?
ts nearly empty. In desperab
.
b.
t
.
t
h
ti
tud
ts
t
·
Rather nonchalantly, he
A family may claim a Hope .
.
e
mce,
u
JUS enoug
or
s
en
o
. d h"· fi
h M .
t1on, you pu 11 mto a gas sta- .
·
•
pomte 1s mger tot e a11credit, a Lifetime Leaming credit arid tion. Youarenowfourminpark comfortably. In all honesty, IS that
man Building in the far disan exclusion from gross income for
utes off schedule. Along the
· really so much to ask?
tance and said tha(I ought to
certain distributions from qualified
remainder of the journey
have parked there. Thinking
State ·tuition programs or education
there are obstacles that seem in direct cally might say: just another student back on that incident, I was disheartIRAs as ·long as the same student is
pursuit of sabotaging your. morning: complaining about just another issue. ened at the officer's reply. Does our
not used as the basis for each credit or
traffic lights, school zones, drivers that I resent such remarks. What, if not satisfaction as students account for
exclusion AND the family does not
insist on going 30 in a 45 m.p.h. zone, voicing oqe's views and opinions, can anything? Those who would argue my
exceed the Lifetime Leaming max)crazy drivers, road blocks, traffic, traf- initi~te change? Is it not my duty as a point might claim that it is a student's
mum per family. may wish to talk to a
fie and more bumper to bumper traf- student to address those grievances responsibility to be on time or not to
tax advisor for help in calculating the
fie. Finally, after much dodging an.d which I feel effectthe student body of . park unlawfully- it comes with the
. amount of your credit.
yes, admittedly, speeding, you are just whichJ am so much a part. Are these package. l will not disagree. Being re.
.
.
.
.
I
t
·1 not the very things that we, as college sponsible is part ofbeing a college stustudents, are taught by our professors dent. However, where do we draw the
The Lauderdale Yacht Club
here at Nova: t9 take a stand on issues line between students' responsibility
Seek students looking for full and part time positions as servers.
which we feel are pertinent, to play an and the irresponsibility ofadministraPublic communication skills a must, and an ability to work with others.
active role on campus, to use sound tion? When does ~11 the finger-poiritFlexible hours \\:'ill work around school schedules. Great Job for weekjudgement to come to reasonable con- · · ing stop to make room for necessary
.end~, holidays and evenings . .
clusions, to provide weU-grounded rea- action? We need more parking. Not a
., .J 725 SE 12th Street
sons for ~ur views and to argue our whole new lot, although that would be
.Ft Lauderdale Florida
. points effectively.
. nice, but just enough for students to
Apply in-person Tuesday thru Saturday .
. I am certain that there are few stu- park comfortably. In all honesty, is that
dents who·would disagree that park- . really so much to ask?.

Contributing Writer
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by Peter Salerno
Staff Writer

The Gates Millennium
Scholars Program
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(Administered by the .United
Negro College Fund, Inc.)
Looking for students who have
high academic achievement, severe
financial need, and leadership capabilities .. Nominees must meet the
following criteria:
1. Students must be U.S citizens and African Americans, Asian
Pacific Americans, American Indians/Al_a ska Natives, or Hispanic
Americans
. 2. Enrolled full-time at the
time of the award (2000-2001)
3. Demonstrated financial
need and have a cumulative GP A
of3.3
4. Demonstrated leadership
commitment through participation
in community seivice (leadership
abilities) .
Application packets: Nadineat
(954) 262-8411 or (800) 338-4723
EXT.
8411
(e-mail:
nadiner@nova.edu ). Completed
packets are due March 15, 2000.

tribulations to your audience. You ~
not your instructor- must mail in the
Welcome all student and indepen- essay. You must be currently enrolled
dent filmmakers, this year's summer as a part or full-time student at a twofilm festival i~ looking for movies from or four-year college. You must attach
amateurs. This festival will allow entry a complete copy of the entry form to
winners to obtain global exposure of the essay and mail booth no later than
their works. Entries are to be featured in May 26, 2000. The winners will be
RealVideo on the festival's web site: given scholarships ranging from $100
http://www.webdavis.com/ssfvf2000 to_$3,000. For more details send an
for details. Festival dates are in July email to townsendcs@aol.com
2000 and the submission deadline is in
June 2000. This festival will be held in
Dimensions In Education
the Seattle, WA area over Independence
Today presents the Live Poet's
Day weekend.
Society
The 1st annual National Colle-.
Spring 2000 Townsend Foun- giate Poetry Contest is looking for
dation Scholarship Contest
poets and writers of all kinds. The
Write a personal essay on the National Collegiate Poetry Contest
topic "Taking Charge ofMy Life'." This carries a Grand Prize of a $1000 tuessay should be about your personal ition reimbursement. There are also
challenges youhave had to meet in get- numerous prizes including 5 Second
ting to college. Your paper should al- Prizes and .10 Third Prizes. All winlow the reader to see, hear, and feel the ning poems will be published in an
obstacles, inside and/or outside yourself upcoming anthology, which will be
that you have had to overcome to be in copyrighted by the Live Poet's Socischool. The essay should be between ety ofN. J. Details and entry proce1,500 and 2,500 words in length. Re- dures can be found at Http://
member to select the most. important www .geocities.com/soho/village/
points in order to convey your trials and 3801 /index.html.

The Seattle Summer Film and
· Videotape Festival
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The Knight serves Nova Southeastern University's Farquhar Center for
Undergraduate Studies from its office in the Academic Services modular,
_located directly South of the Parker Science Annex on NSU's main campus.
The Knightis NSU's established vehicle for the transmission of
student reporting, opinion, and arts. All community members are invited to
contribute anything they desire to The Knight. ·
The Knight is readily available at several sited around the main
campus and local community, including the East Campus site, the Oceanographic Center in Dania, and the Davie-Cooper City Chamber of Commerce.
Address all distribution concerns to Michael Citron, Associate Editor,
.
.
at (954) 262-8455.
The deadline for submissions for Volume 10, Issue 13, is 27 March,
2000. The advertising deadline is 29 March, 2000.
DISCLAIMER: Editorials, commentaries, and advertisements in this
publication do not express-the views of the University or its officials, The
Knight staff ot other advertisers. Editorials, commentanes, and advertisements reflect only the opinion of the authors. The Knight will not publish
unsigned letters except in -special circumstances, at the editors' discretion.
The Kni~htreserves the right to edit letters for clarity, brevity, and accurac,.
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